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SUMMARY 
One of the possible improvements in the planning and 
scheduling of short-run maintenance projects is the applica­
tion of the PERT-CPM techniques. However, some difficulties 
have arisen when attempts have been made to apply these 
techniques. The main problem is the drawing of the network, 
where the identification of the activities is very difficult 
because it is not known exactly what part of the system has 
fa iled. 
By using the concepts of reliability theory and the 
principles of PERT-CPM theory, one approach was developed 
for the design of networks which represent, mainly in terms 
of re-scheduling costs, the Most Favorable Network (MFN) 
for the maintenance project. Some concepts of decision 
theory were also used for determining an index that ranks 
all the possible networks of the project. A guide for fill­
ing the needs of management for planning and scheduling 
short-run maintenance projects is presented. 
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The need for a beter maintenance organization, ade- . 
quate control, and efective planning and scheduling has 
been emphasized by several factors such as increased 
mechanization, complexity of the equipment, parts and 
supplies inventories. With the many factors contributing 
to increased costs of maintenance, its importance is becom­
ing greater in every industry. Thus, management has begun 
to focus more and more atention on this function-
Particularly, PERT-CPM techniques have been used by 
management for planning and scheduling maintenance opera­
tions. These techniques have been applied with good results 
on preventive maintenance and on overhaul corective mainte­
nance projects. However, up until now PERT-CPM techniques 
have not been applied with good results on short-run mainte­
nance projects because: 
(1) It has been difficult to draw a corect and 
complete network for the projects, since it is not exactly 
known what the activities are going to be. 
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(2) If the network has already been drawn, the re-
planning and re-scheduling of such networks tend to become 
so frequent that the application of PERT-CPM techniques 
will not yield economic and eficient results. Generaly 
the proper network is reached only when the system under 
consideration has been completely repaired. Improved 
implementation believed procedures are essential if the 
PERT-CPM approach is to realize its full potential for 
short-run maintenance projects. 
The concepts and applications of reliability theory 
have also become increasingly important nowadays. The growth 
of increasingly complex miltary and industrial equipment 
has focused atention on the reliability of such systems. 
The automatic control of large and expensive industrial 
processes has served to emphasize the importance of reliabil­
ity as a performance measure comparable to such other require 
ments as eficiency, speed and accuracy. The importance of 
the fact that a system or device is not operating is magnif­
ed as the size and cost of such operations increase. 
Objective and Purpose 
Looking at the problems that come from PERT-CPM 
applications on short-run maintenance projects and the avail-
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ability of the concepts of reliability theory, the objective 
of this research is to develop an approach for the design 
of a network that represents the best pre-determined plan 
for the maintenance project under consideration. This net­
work will be refered to as THE MOST FAVORABLE NETWORK of 
the project (MFN)• 
Eforts will be concentrated on planning the mainte­
nance actions for corective maintenance in which it is not 
known what part has failed. Suggestions will be made for 
extensions to preventive maintenance, in which some non-
failed parts are replaced. 
Motivation for Research 
The assumptions behind these objectives and the 
motivation for this research are the beliefs that: 
(1) The solution of the scheduling and planning 
problems in the maintenance area is important and sometimes 
vital for an enterprise and may represent significant 
financial savings. 
(2) There exists a high probabilty that the 
approach that is going to be established can be success­
fully applied to real short-run maintenance projects. 
(3) There is a good possibility of extending the 
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approach to other maintenance f ields with positive results . 
(4) The application of the approach wi l l not be limited, 
to a particular piece of equipment or a particular enterprise 
but wi l l include any system that has the maintenance function 
associated with i t . 
CHAPTER II 
APPLICABLE BASIC CONCEPTS OF 
PERT-CPM AND RELIABILITY 
Literature Survey 
A search of the literature survey shows that, al­
though much has been written about the two fields, reli­
ability theory and PERT-CPM, little effort has been made 
to relate them to each other, and nothing has been done 
in respect to the application of both these techniques 
on maintenance problems, particularly on short-run main­
tenance projects. 
In the first case, H. G. Romig (29) has presented a 
paper in which he discusses possible application of PERT-
PEP (Program Evaluation and Review Technique - Program 
Evaluation Procedure) systems on research, development, 
planning and production of complex products. It is recog­
nized that controls have been placed on the development, 
planning and production of both commercial and military 
equipment. What is desirable are reliability key points 
with adequate monitoring and policing. The PERT-PEP sy-
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stems are applied particularly in determining these key 
points for all phases of the product, in such a way that 
it may be produced efficiently. 
As stated above, it appears that nothing has been 
done toward the simultaneous application of both techni­
ques on maintenance problems. However, some problems in 
the maintenance field have been studied by applying these 
techniques separately. ARINC Research Corporation (2), 
W. G. Ireson (17), D• W. Jorgenson (18), L. C. Morw (24), 
R. H. Myers (25) and E. L. Welker (36) have discussed the 
value of reliability concepts for scheduling preventive 
maintenance. 
On the other hand, there are some articles that 
present application of PERT-CPM concepts and a very few 
that discuss the possibility of existence of some part 
that has failed and has not been considered in drawing the 
network. 
Eric R. Reeves (28) in a study of plant turnaround 
points out that .when the planner has all the necessary data he should prepare the first overal diagram. I use the words " first overal diagram " since on projects of the magnitude of a plant turnaround the final network rarely resembles the first draft. Refinement of the plan is an extremely important factor but, unfortunate­ly, often an overlooked phase of CPM. 
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In another paper, J. I. Vander Raadt (27) discusses 
the application of CP  (Critical Path Planning) to pro­
cess unit shutdown maintenance. He makes the folowing 
observation: •••a diference between a construction project and a shutdown maintenance project is that in planning the shutdown we cannot define the full scope of the work in advance- Thus, the plan must make it possible to absorb additonal work without panicking or making un­necessary expenditures. 
Furthermore, Vander Raadt makes some suggestions 
to decrease the impact of the unforeseen factor: At our plant we have a permanent work schedule for each unit that is used for all shutdowns. This in­cludes all jobs that must be done at regular inter­vals. Thus, it is only necessary to supplement the routine schedule with a list of the additonal work needed, a supplementary work list that is normaly done by the foreman. 
Kenneth Brooks (8) applies CPM to turnarounds for 
Cities Services. In this article the problem of unknown 
parts failed is solved H from experience and records of 
past turnarounds, making an educated guess. H 
One soon discovers that the problem of forecasting 
failed parts has not been solved or it has not been solved 
satisfactorily. Thus, by applying reliability concepts 
and PERT-CPM theory to the short-run maintenance project, 
the writer seeks to give a scientific approach to design­
ing the original network in such a maner as to make it 
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closer to the real network. The ideas presented in the 
articles discussed here will also be utilized. 
Furthermore/ the concepts and procedures proposed 
in this research will have practical applications for 
solving network modeling problems in any company faced 
with problems of planning short-run maintenance projects. 
PERT-CPM Concepts 
Basic Characteristics of Network-Based Project Management 
Within the last decade/ a powerful but simple 
approach to planning, scheduling and controling large and 
complex projects was added to the tobls available for 
decision making. It is the CPM (Critical Path Method) 
and/or PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) 
approach. The basic approach involves network representa­
tion of the project/ which may be defined as a set of inter 
related activities whose purpose is to atain a specifc 
objective by a given method. Each project has several 
characteristics that are essential for analysis by PERT-
CPM. These include the folowing: 
(1) The project consists of a wel defined colec­
tion of activities which/ when completed/ mark the end of 
the project. 
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(2) The internal structure of an activity is inde­
pendent of every other activity. (3) The activities are ordered, i.e., they must be 
performed according to a set of precedence relationships. 
If the goal of one activity must be achieved before the 
next one can start, the activities are precedence related. 
A typical project involves a considerable degree of prece­
dence relationship among its activities. The short-run 
maintenance projects particularly fall into this category. 
Network Representation of a Project 
The basis of both PERT and CPM is the project net­
work diagram. Two systems of networking which are most 
widely used are the folowing: 
(1) Activites-on-Arows System ( A - O T & ) 
(2) Activites-on-Nodes System (A-O-N). 
While the basic concepts underlying both these 
systems are essentialy the same, significant diferences 
exist in the mode of representation. 
Activites-on-Arow System (A-O-A): In this system 
each activity in the project is defined and represented by 
an appropriately labeled arow. Each arow is placed in the 
network in proper relation to the other arows. That is, 
activities can occur in relation to other activities in 
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three ways: one a c t i v i t y can precede another; a c t i v i t i e s 
can be done concurrent ly ; one a c t i v i t y can f o l l o w another . 
At c e r t a i n po in t s in the network dot ted arrows may be 
i n s e r t e d t o i n d i c a t e c o n s t r a i n t s . These do t ted arrows are 
named dummies. They do not represent a c t u a l a c t i v i t i e s / 
but are put in the diagram t o complete the t e c h n o l o g i c a l 
work sequence by i n d i c a t i n g the i n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p between 
a c t i v i t i e s . Dummies are a l s o used t o prevent arrows from 
having common beginning and end p o i n t s . Figure 1 l i s t s 
some c o n f i g u r a t i o n s which appear f r e q u e n t l y in networks 
toge ther with the r e l a t i o n s h i p they de f ine among a c t i v i t i e s . 
A c t i v i t i e s - o n - N o d e System ( A - O - N ) : In t h i s system 
the nodes or c i r c l e s are used t o represent a c t i v i t i e s in 
the p r o j e c t , i . e . , each c i r c l e in a network corresponds t o 
an a c t i v i t y in the p r o j e c t . Arrows connect ing c i r c l e s are 
used t o dep ic t the r e l a t i o n s h i p among the a c t i v i t i e s . The 
A-O-N system was s e l e c t e d as being b e s t s u i t e d t o the r e p r e ­
s e n t a t i o n of the networks of the re search done h e r e i n . 
Figure 1 prov ides a comparison of the two networking sys tems, 
as the same s i t u a t i o n i s g r a p h i c a l l y represented in both 
sys t ems . An examination of Figure 1 r e v e a l s tha t the dummy 
arrows that are o f t e n needed in the arrow n o t a t i o n (A-O-A) 
have no analog in a c i r c l e n o t a t i o n (A-O-N) network. 
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A-O-A Diagram A-O-N Diagram Logic A B »o 0—© A c t i v i t y B can beg in only a f t e r a c t i v i t y A i s completed. 
Ne i ther a c t i v i t y B nor 
C can s t a r t b e f o r e 
a c t i v i t y A i s completed, 
but B and C can be 
performed c o n c u r r e n t l y . 
A c t i v i t y C can b e g i n 
on ly a f t e r both 
a c t i v i t i e s A and B are 
completed. 
Ne i ther a c t i v i t y C nor 
D can beg in u n t i l both 
A and B are completed, 
but C can be s t a r t e d 
independent of D or 
v i c e - v e r s a . 
B I I 
A c t i v i t y B cannot b e g i n 
u n t i l both A and C are 
completed, but D can 
s t a r t a f t e r on ly C i s 
completed. The dot ted 
arrow i s a dummy 
a c t i v i t y . 
Figure 1. Common Network Diagrams 
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Any logic restriction can be displayed in circle notation 
without the use of dummy activities. However, dummies can 
be used as a convenience in the A-O-N system. 
The Phases of Network-Based Project Management 
The purpose of this section is to introduce the reader 
to the three phases of project management. These three 
phases are Planning, Scheduling and Control. 
The Planning Phase. The most essential factor to the 
success of project management is planning. The purpose of 
planning is to establish the end objectives and to define 
the activities and their relationships, assuring in this 
maner that the project progress has specifc direction. 
PERT-CPM planning begins with an analysis of the 
project objective and a clear definition of the activities. 
The level of detail of the analysis depends largely on the 
purpose of the plan and on the planner̂  ability to identify 
individual activities. 
The output from the planning phase is a network which 
represents the sequences of activities that must be folowed 
during the project. Based on this network, all the other 
phases will be developed. 
This research will concentrate on the design of this 
network with the objective being to make possible the best 
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performance for all phases of the PERT-CPM systems for 
short-run maintenance projects. 
The Scheduling Phase. Once the planning phase of a 
project network model has been completed, work can begin on 
converting the plan into a workable schedule which can be 
used as a guide for implementig a project. The scheduling 
phase is concerned with establishing start and completion 
times for each activity. In this phase the project is 
examined in the light of its restrictions and techniques 
for resource leveling or alocating limited resources may 
be used. These approaches may be strengthened by including 
in them the consideration of the alternative activity dura­
tions associated with alternative resource levels. 
In this phase the earliest start, latest start, 
earliest completion, and the latest completion of each 
activity in the project is calculated. The constraints 
of the project are also considered, and the so-caled crit­
ical path is determined. The activities lying on that path 
determine the minmum project length and require special 
atention in the evaluation of the availability of certain 
key resources. 
The Control Phase. In order to control a project, a 
project manager needs to take corective action where sig-
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nificant deviations in actual progress and costs from 
planned progress and costs begin to appear. He takes the 
schedule as a desired level of performance and compares with 
that schedule the actual performance. The diference, if 
any, leads to control measure to eliminate the diference. 
A new schedule conditon for the next control point is 
identified and the control cycle continues. In other words, 
the folowing questions are answered: 
(1) Wil the project be completed on time? 
(2) Wil the final cost be within the estimated 
amount? 
(3) Are the required performance criteria corect? 
Reliability Theory 
Introduction and Some Concepts 
In the material that folows a brief description is 
given of what is meant by the term reliability and by some 
terms that are related to reliability theory. The author 
will present the basic definitions and relations between the 
hazard rate of failure, failure density function, failure 
distribution function and reliability function for catastro­
phic failure model. 
Reliability has been defined as Mthe probabilty of 
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a device or system performing adequately for the period of 
time intended under the operating conditons encountered" 
(2). 
The random variable tx is defined as the time to 
failure of the item in question. Thus, the probabilty of 
failure as a function of time is given as 
P (t*4 t) = F(t) (1) 
which is the definition of the failure distribution 
function. 
The reliability function, R(t), which is the prob­
ability that the item will not fail in t time periods, 
is defined in terms of F(t), as being 
R(t) = 1 - F(t) =* P (t«̂  t) ((2) 
The failure density function is given by 
dF(t)/dt =» f (t) (3) 
From equation (1), the probabilty of failure in a 
time interval fat is defined as being 
P (t ̂  t* <̂  t + A t) - F(t + l\ t) - F(t) (4) 
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Equation (4) can be writen in terms of probabilty 
of survival up to time t , R(t), and the conditonal 
probabilty of failure in the interval t <tx^ t + A t, 
given survival up to time t, as 
P (t < t H ^ t + At) - R(t) P (t < tH ̂  t + A t | t*>t) (5) 
Combinig the equations (4) and (5), one obtains 
P (t < t* ̂  t + A t) \ t* > t) - (6) 
F(t + A t) - F(t) 
R(t) 
Dividing both sides of (6) by &t and taking the 
limit as &t —̂0 yields 
dF(t)/dt f(t) (7) - = z(t) R(t) R(t) 
The equation (7) shows that z(t) is the time rate 
of change of the conditonal probabilty to failure. This 
is caled hazard rate of failure, concluding in such a maner 
the relationship among f(t), F(t), R(t), and z(t). 
The shape of the reliability function and of the 
hazard rate of failure curves for the most frequently 
encountered failure distributions are shown in the Figure 2. 
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Eel. Function, R(t) 
Hazard Rate « z(t) 
e -Xt X i4 < w z o 
0 -O- = 1/X 
-kt2/2 kt o 
H 
-kt(m+1)/(m+1) kt m D PQ 
H 
m = 0 
(a-1)!ba yt * 
ta-1 e-tA = 1 
a = is 
<r>f2iF I" -(4->)
2/2f2d £ _(t-»2/2 6-2 
8 
Fig. 2. Shapes of Common R(t) and z(t). 
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Maintainabilty: Some Concepts 
This section will present some concepts about main­
tainability theory and its basic elements, since they will 
be used in the scheduling phase of Network-Based Project 
Management of maintenance projects. 
Basic Definitions. Maintainabiltvis defined as 
being "the probabilty that a failed system is restored to 
a operable conditons in a specifc down-time, when the 
maintenance is performed under stated conditons1' (2) . 
Down-Time is defined as being "the interval of time 
during which the system is not in acceptable operating 
conditons, i. eM the time from the initiation of a com­
plaint or most routine maintenance actions to restore the 
system to satisfactory conditons" (2). 
Some Comments About Maintainabilty Prediction. 
The system hardware factors and the human factors have con 
siderable efect on maintenance time. The total length of 
time that a system is down for active maintenance varies 
statisticaly from one failure to another. Furthermore, 
it also varies from one repetiion to the next of a given 
failure type and the coresponding repair cycle. 
Analysis of experimental data on down-times shows 
that the observed range of variables can usualy be fitted 
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by a statistical distribution such as the Normal, Gamma, 
Exponential and Logarithm Normal (2), (3). 
For each type of equipment there will be a specifc 
distribution of down-time; this is more developed for elec 
tronic equipment than for a mechanical one. However, even 
for mechanical equipment it is possible to determine a 
down-time distribution. This must be done to achieve an 
optimal point either in equipment availability or in the 
total cost of operation and maintenance. 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL NETWORK OF A PROJECT 
Introduction 
The maintenance project manager needs a plan by 
which he undertakes a short-run maintenance project. This 
plan will be selected from among all the possible starting 
plans for this project. This chapter presents a procedure 
for colecting, classifying and displaying the total set 
of possibilities for the components of the project. 
Definition of the Theoretical Network of a Project 
For the purpose of investigating the project alter­
natives, any maintenance project may be divided into three 
diferent phases. They include the folowing: 
(1) Openig Phase (OP)i In this phase all parts of 
the system involved in the maintenance project must be pro­
cessed in whatever maner required to prepare the possible 
failed parts for inspection and repair. Hence, all activ­
ities required for this preparation should be included. 
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(2) Inspection and Repair Phase (RP): In this phase 
all parts of the system are inspected and repaired. Conse­
quently; all the activities required to perform the repair 
and inspection should be included. 
(3) Close Up Phase (CP)t In this phase all parts of 
the system not restored to operating conditon in the repair 
phase, i.e., parts not subject to failure, are reassembled 
into the system such that the system can start working. 
Thus, all the activities required to make the system oper­
ational again should be included. 
The network which contains these three phases com­
pletely detailed and connected to each other will be caled 
the Theoretical Network of the Project (TNP)• 
A procedure for development of the TNP is essential. 
Some important "key points" have to be defined and deter­
mined in these phases; there will be some corespondence 
among them in such a way that they will be the stepping-
stones for the development of the Most Pavorable Network of 
the Project (MFN)«, This procedure will be considered in 
the folowing section. 
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Procedure for Development of the TNP 
In drawing the TNP we must have in mind the folow­
ing steps: 
Step 1 : Preserve all rules for the drawing of a common net­
work in the A-O-N system as wel as in the A-O-A system. 
These rules are presented in the Pigure 1. 
Step 2 : In the OP, every activity is associated with one 
or more parts or sub-systems that may fail. 
Step 3 : Each activity in the OP will be concerned only 
with reaching a state in which one or more parts are ready 
for inspection. 
Step 4 : In the CP, every activity is associated with one 
or more parts or sub-systems that may fail. 
Step 5 : Each activity in the CP will be concerned only 
with transforming the system from a state in which the fail­
ed part has been restored to a state in which normal 
operation can be resumed. 
Step 6 : Normaly, each activity in the OP will have a 
coresponding activity in the CP. For example: dismantling 
a generator in the OP and assembling it in the CP. Some­
times, it will be necessary to include diferent activities 
in the OP and CP phases and the corespondence will no 
longer exist. 
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Step 7 x The activites in the OP which have coresponding activites in the CP wil be caled Basic Activites (BA), and the coresponding activites in the CP wil be caled Image Activites (IA) • The other activites in OP and CP wil be caled Complementary Activites in OP (CAOP) and Complementary Activites in CP (CACP)• For these the corespondence does not exist. Step 8 : In the RP, one activity wil represent the mainte­nance operation for each part of the system that has to be repaired. This activity is refered to as a Maintenance Activitv (MA) • Step 9 : Basicaly the precedent and subsequent activites of a maintenance activity wil be its corespondent BA and IA. Step 10 : In the RP sometimes there wil be a network associated with each part, instead of the MA alone. In this case the activites diferent from the MA itself are refer­red to as Complementary Activites in RP (CARP)t and the relations of precedence among them and their coresponding BA and IA shal be analysed for each case studied. Step 11 i Ther  wil exist two additonal activites betwen the OP and the RP and betwen the RP and OP. The first one is the Middle Activity Openig-Repair Phases (MAOR)/ and 
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the second one the Middle Activity Repair-Close U P Phases 
(MARC). These could be used to disconnect the three phases 
one from another, since sometimes it will be useful to know 
the networks of the three phases separately or to eliminate 
some parallelism problems. These two cases will be discuss­
ed in drawing up the Most Favorable Network. 
Step 12 : In Figure 3 the possible cases that may exist in 
drawing the TNP are shown and must be considered carefully. 
In every case, the detail to which the network is drawn 
must be such that the precedence relationships among all the 
activities have no ambiguity. For example, if one has the 
case (3) in Figure 3, in which the activity is parallel to 
the three phases, this activity could be broken into three 
parts so that each part belongs to one phase. This opera­
tion could be done using the middle activities. 
Step 13 : If the existence of the middle activities is 
required, then the MAOR is an end point for OP and a start­
ing point for the RP; the MARC is an end point for the RP 
and a starting point for the CP. 
Example of a TNP 
-p, To illustrate these ideas and to make easier the 
exposition of the next chapters let us consider a special 
network that will be used during all this research. Let us 
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network that will be used during all this research. Let us 
suppose that this network presents the characteristics of 
Figure 4, in which the folowing is true* 
(1) The network is represented by the A-O-N system. (2) Al is the activity START• 
(3) *2 is the activity END. 
(4) B, Ft H, I, K, and L are basic activities. 
(5) B«, F1, HS I1, K1, and L1 are image activities. 
(6) clt D1#. E1# Ĝ, and J± are the CAOP. 
(7) V D , E / G / and J are the CARP. 2 2 2 2 
(8) B, f, £, t9 fc, and!, are the MA. 
(9) If the special cases of the last section do not 
exist, the MAOR and MARC will not be considered. If they 
exist, the MAOR and MARC will not be considered. If they 
exist, the result will be a network in which the MAOR will 
have L as precedent activity and all MA as subsequent 
activities; the MARC will have all MA as precedent activ­
ities and L* as the subsequent activity. 
The consideration of this example, in which some 
symetric activities appear, will not restrict the conclu­
sions of this research. Examples in which this conditon is 
not observed may be presented and solved by the guidelines 
herein enunciated. _ 
Figure 4. Theoretical Network of a Project (TNP) 
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CHAPTER IV 
IDENTIFYING THE REPAIRS TO BE 
INCLUDED IN THE MFN 
Conditonal Probabilty of Failure 
After designing the TNP for a given system, we are 
ready to take the next step in the process of identifying 
the Most Favorable Network. In this step, we establish, 
for each part, the probabilty that failure occured in that 
part of the system, given that the system failed at time t. 
It is inherent that every part of the system has a 
hazard rate of failure, z^Ct), associated with it. The 
hazard rate function could be any of those described in 
Chapter II or another function that could be described for 
a specifc case. 
To improve the understanding of this presentation 
some specifc conditons will be considered to hold. These 
will not make the proposed approach lose its generality. 
These conditons are the folowing: 
(1) The TNP of Figure 4 is the basis of all examples. 
(2) After maintenance has been completed the parts 
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will recover the same characteristics they had when new. 
(3) The hazard rates of failure ẑ (t) for the mode 
or part i are functions of time, and they asume values 
given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Hazard Rates of Failure for Some Number of Operating Hours. 
Hazard Rate of Failure, z.(t) 
Activity Hours That Part Has Operated 
10,000 20,000 30,000 
B 3.90 x 10~4 6.10 x 10"4 7.20 x 10 F 6.30 8.70 19.20 
I 2.20 9.80 15.20 
H 1.80 6.20 8.80 
K 1.20 4.80 20.00 
L 1.00 3.00 9.60 
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The probabilty that failure occured in the ith. 
part ( i « 1, 2, ..., 6) given that the system failed at 
time t is given by 
Thus, by considering that the system has worked, 
e. g., 10,000, 20,000, and 30,000 hours before the first 
failure, the Â(t) values will be given in Table 2. Note 
that Table 1 will remain valid for the system, but Table 2 
will have to be recalculated after each repair. 





Table 2. Â t) Values for Operating Hours Some Number of 
Activity Hours the System Has Operated 
10,000 20,000 30,000 
B 0.237 0.158 0.090 
F 0.385 0.225 0.240 
I 0.134 0.253 0.190 
H 0.110 0.161 0.110 
K 0.073 0.125 0.250 
L 0.061 0.078 0.120 
Measure of Efectiveness for Evaluation of 
Alternative Starting Networks. 
Qenera.1 
After calculating the ẑ (t) and Â(t) values for 
each part at time t , the next step in the process of 
identifying the MFN is to establish a measure that will 
indicate which starting maintenance network will be the 
best one for the project under consideration. This measure 
shal be determined for each particular system conditon 
and shal be considered as a problem of optimal decision 
making. 
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Optimal decision making implies the existence of 
criteria that can be used to determine when an optimal 
decision has been reached in terms of benefits received in 
relation to the costs involved. A decision is always a 
choice among alternatives, each of which will lead to a 
specifc outcome, although the exact outcome is not general­
ly known to the decision maker, nor will it necessarily be 
a desirable outcome. 
In some cases whether a desirable outcome or some 
other outcome occurs as a result of the selected action, 
there will not be a significantly diferent action. Often 
however, the efect of an undesirable outcome may have a 
very large penalty atached to it. In such a case the 
decision maker would like to have a high confidence that 
such an undesirable outcome will not occur. 
One would like, whenever possible, to use a logical 
quantiative analysis in order to predict the possible out­
comes. However, analytical methods may fail or may be defi­
cient. Then it is necessary to fall back on experience, 
judgement, intuition, and one's individual set of values. 
Some people depend upon pure chance or on their own preju­
dices to arrive at a decision. However, a more rational, 
consistent approach to decision making is highly desirous 
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in order to optimize the value of the outcome. 
Thus the basic decision making problem is one of 
choosing an action from a field of available actions. If 
one is indiferent in this choice, then the decision is 
trivial. Therefore, regardless of which action is chosen 
one has given equal weight or value to the outcomes of 
such a decision. 
A much more realistic rule of decision making is 
choosing that action which will result in the most favora­
ble outcome, or which one may expect will result in the 
most favorable outcome, or perhaps that action which will 
result in the least risk, loss, cost, or any other undesir­
able efect. 
Thinking in these terms, one has to choose a start­
ing maintenance network, one which, it is expected will 
result in the most favorable network. The Most Favorable 
Network will be used herein to identify the starting main­
tenance network which has the least expected cost of changes 
due to inspection outcomes. 
The Elements of Decision Making Theory 
Let us define the folowing decision situations: let (A) = (an, a0, a., a ) be a set of m possible L z i m 
alternative actions, and (S) • (s-. , s9, s., s ) 
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be a set of n possible states of nature occurring with 
a corresponding probability (P) - (p^, p 2/ • pj/ •••/ P n) 
where 0 ^ p^ ^ 1 , and pj • 1 , 
j 
Then, each action-state-of-nature pair (a^, s..) will 
have associated with it an outcome O^j with an associated 
value u ĵ representing the gain or utility to the decision 
maker of choosing the action a^ if the state of nature 
turns to be Sj. 
The decision situation may then be shown as a decision 
matrix as illustrated in Figure 5 . For a decision problem 
under certainty, this matrix is reduced to a single column. 
In that case, u ĵ represents the value of the ith. action, 
as state Sj is known to exist. It is obvious that we 
should choose that action a^ which produces the highest 
utility. 
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Figure 5. Theoretical Decision Matrix 
In choosing a starting maintenance network there is 
a problem of decision under risk. In this case/ no single 
value of ut i l i ty can be associated with a given action, but 
rather, one can determine the expected ut i l i ty associated 
n 
with that action by calculating jJS? u i j P j ^ o r t n a » t 
j » l 
particular a^. The ut i l i ty measure is the cost of convert­
ing the starting maintenance network implied by a-̂  to the 
network which is exactly designed for dealing with the 
state s+ • 
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The Maintenance Network Problem and a Further Look Into 
The Decision Elements. 
Here it seems appropriate to review several points 
discussed previously. We have seen that a decision problem, 
as exemplified by the decision matrix of Figure 5 , contains 
the following elements; (a) alternative actions, (b) states 
of nature, (c) probabilities assigned to each state of 
nature, (d) outcomes, each of which has a certain utility 
to the decision maker, and (e) some rule of decision making 
by which the information in the decision matrix will be 
processed and an action chosen. 
Let us examine these elements to determine how one 
may utilize them, along with the elements of the maintenance j 
network, to structure a decision problem. 
i 
Alternative Actions. There is an almost endless of 
i 
actions one could consider in structuring his decision 
problem. However, in any decision problem, the decision 
maker must list what he considers to be meaningful actions 
on a mutually exclusive basis. Generally this is not too 
difficult. 
We call alternative actions for a maintenance project 
all the starting maintenance networks that result from all 
possible combination of failing parts (BA)• Consequently, 
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there will be for each combination a network associated 
with it so that the parts of each combination can be repair­
ed. In this sense, there will be m alternative actions or 
starting maintenance networks for a project, such that 
n n 
m - ^ C (9) 
k̂=l k 
in which 
n ~ no. of parts (BA) 
k = no. of possible repairing parts. 
Let us represent the starting maintenance networks by 
N̂, with i a 1, 2, ..., m. 
For the project in Figure 4, there will be 63 possi­
ble starting maintenance networks, because there exist six 
parts in the system. 
States of Nature. Though it is not necessarily 
desirable to enumerate all possible actions, it is usualy 
necessary to enumerate all states of nature in order not to 
violate the probabilty axiom that the sum of all probabil̂-
ties is 1. 
States of nature will be associated with the networks 
that are obtained by considering the parts of the system one 
by one failing separately. Consequently, there will be n 
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states, such that n is the number of parts of the system. For the project of the Figure 4, there wil be six states of nature. These six states are the folowing: B, H, F, I, K, and L. Consequently, for each state there wil be a network associated with it such that the failed part wil be repaired. Utilty Values. If actions and states of nature are enumerated, then one should be able to say something about the outcomes of each action-state pair (BL̂, s_.) . To each of these pairs some utility values must be assigned. In many cases the utility values may only be repre­sented by a range of values, or by a probability distribu­tion, or some functional relationship (usualy non-liear and perhaps discontiuous). It may not even necessarily be a number. Before detrminig the utility values for the decision model, let us review several points. We have sen that the alternative actions and states of nature of the decision matrix of Figure 5 have already ben detrmined. We have sen that the states of nature may be optimaly dealt with by networks obtained by considering the failng parts one by one. We have also sen that the alternative actions select possible starting networks. Then, if one action is 
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chosen, there will be a network associated with it. 
Since we are going to establish a relative measure 
On the other hand, each combination of an act and a 
state, pair (N̂, Sj), has a payof associated with it. 
This payof represents the cost associated with the modifca­
tions that will have to be done in the network , if this 
network differs from the network associated with the state 
Sj. This cost should reflect the activity deletion efect, 
as wel as the activity additon efect between those net­
works. Problems related with criticality, resource leveling, 
l 
and re-scheduling should be pointed out, if possible. To 
i 
simplify the analysis, let us suppose that this cost is 
directly related to the number of changes necessary to go 
from the chosen network to the pointed state. The changes 
represent the number of activities added to and/or sub­
tracted from the network Ni in order to achieve the net­
work associated with the state Sj . Then, 
Uij = - k nij (10) 
in which 
ûj =» utility value of the pair ( s_.) 
n̂_. = number of changes required 
k =* a proportionality constant. 
4 0 
among alternative actions, the u^j values in the decision 
matrix of Figure 5 can be changed by the ("Hij) values. 
Probability of the State of Nature. The problem of 
assigning probabilities is often one of the more difficult 
aspects of the decision problem at the outset. Here is 
the situation in which past experience and knowledge about 
events and the environment should be brought to bear on the 
problem. Human judgement is very important. 
If we claim to have no information whatsoever about 
the states of nature (problem environment), we obviously 
cannot assign different probabilities to them. However/ 
even if in the state of "complete ignorance", we can always 
start the decision problem by using the principle of in­
sufficient reason and by assigning equal probabilities to 
all states of nature, or by using whatever information we 
have from the past, personal beliefs/ or from the judgements 
of experts in order to assign subjective probabilites to 
the various states. However in this research the probabil­
ity of state Sj at time t is exactly the values Aj.(t) 
calculated previously. 
Considering the assumptions made up until now, the 
decision matrix will have the format of Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6 . Decision Matrix for a Maintenance Project. 
The Rule of Decision Making. Most decision theorists 
e.g., C. Fishburn, H. Raifa, today generaly agree that 
the one rule of decision making which is most logicaly 
consistent is that of maximizing expected utility. The 
general statement for the expected utility stated earlier 
and the assumption of maximizing it may be stated in the 
folowing form for a maintenance project: max E (JUJ) = max (-n̂  .) Â  (11) i i 
3 
for i« l , 2, .../ m 
j - 1, 2, ..., n 
The starting maintenance network with the maximal 
expected utility will be the MFN for the project. The proce-
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dures for creating the MFN from the TNP will be given in the 
folowing chapter. 
A Procedure for Calculating the Maximal Expected Utility 
In searching for the maximal expected utility for a 
given system failure it is not necessary to calculate all 
the expected utilities of all the alternative actions. The 
search can be done in stages, i.e., the expected utilities 
of the networks associated with the combinations of one and 
of two of the possibly failed parts are calculated. If the 
maximal expected utility is associated with a network that 
includes the repair of only one part, the search will stop. 
But, if the maximal expected utility is associated with a 
network that includes the repair of two parts, then the 
search will be extended to those networks in which three 
parts can be repaired, and so forth. 
Example 1 
Let Figure 4 be the TNP under the maintenance 
process in which the basic activities are BF F, H, I, K, 
and L. Let us suppose that the system has failed at time 
t - 10,000 hours. By using the values of Table 1 and 
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Table 2 we have the folowing; (1) Aj(t) values 
Afi - 0.237 7 Ap » 0.385 7 AH - 0.110 
Aj « 0.134 7 AR - 0.073 7 Â - 0.061 (2) The states of nature 
B, Ft H, I, K, and L (3) Probabilites of the states of nature Pj » Aj for j » B, P, I, H, K, and L. (4) Possible starting maintenance networks. Ther  are 63 possible starting maintenance networks one for each of the folwing combination of parts whose repair is to be included: B; Ft H/ Xt K# L BF t BH i BZ / . . . t KIi BFH, BFI, BFK, IKL BFHI/ BFHK, BFHL, .HIKL BFHIK/ BFHIL, FHIKL/ and BFHIKL. 
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(5) Table 3. Numerical Decision Matrix at t = 10,000 Hours 
States B F H I K L E(Ni) Probab. 0.237 0.385 0.110 0.134 0.073 0.061 
Actions Utilities B 0 - 8 - 8 -14 -22 - 22 - 8.80 F - 8 0 -10 - 8 -20 -20 - 6.76K H - 8 -10 0 -16 -16 -20 -10.28 I -14 - 8 -16 0 -10 -14 -10.76 K -22 -16 -16 -10 0 - 6 -14.91 L -22 -20 -20 -14 - 6 0 -17.43 BF - 5 - 3 -13 -11 -19 -19 - 7.77 BH - 5 -13 - 3 -19 -19 -19 -11.59 BI -11 -11 -19 - 3 -13 -13 -11.10 BK -19 -19 -19 -13 - 3 - 5 -15.20 BL -21 -21 -21 -15 - 7 - 1 -17.98 FH -13 - 5 - 5 -13 -13 -17 -10.40 FI -15 - 7 -17 - 1 -11 -15 -10.26 FK -23 -15 -17 -11 - 1 - 7 -20.08 FL -23 -19 -21 -15 - 7 - 1 -17.68 HI -19 -13 -11 - 5 - 7 -11 -12.56 HK -23 -17 -15 -11 - 1 - 7 -15.58 HL -23 -21 -19 -15 - 7 - 1 -18.21 IK -23 -17 -17 - 9 - 1 - 7 -15.56 IL -23 -21 -21 -13 - 7 - 1 -18.17 KL -25 -21 -21 -15 - 5 - 1 -18.74 
Based on the results of this matrix one concludes 
that the starting maintenance network at t 31 10,000 hours 
which accounts for the repair of the part F is the MFN. 
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Example £ 
Let Figure 4 be the TNP under the maintenance pro­
cess in which the basic activities are B, H, K, I, F and 
L. Let us suppose that the system has failed at time 
t • 30,000 hours. By using the values of Table 1 and Table 
2 we have the folowing: 
(1) A_. (t) values 
A = 0.090 ; A - 0.240 ; A =» 0.110 B F H 
A = 0.190 ; A = 0.250 ; A - 0.120 I K L 
(2) The states of nature 
B, F, H, I, K, and L 
(3) Probabilties of the states of nature 
Pj = Aj for j = B, F, I, H, K, and L 
(4) Alternative actions or possible starting 
maintenance networks 
There are 63 possible starting maintenance 
networks one for each of the folowing combination of parts 
whose repair is to be included: 
B, F, H, J, K, L 
BF, BH, BZ, ..., KL 
BFH, BFZ, BFK, ZKL 
BFHI, BFHK, BFHL, HZKL BFHIK, BFHIL, ..., FHZKL 
BFHZKL. 
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(5) Table 4. Numerical Decision Matrix at t - 30,000 Hours 
States B F H I K L 
• E INjJ Probab. 0.090 0.240 0.110 0.190 0.250 0.120 
Actions Utilities B 0 - 8 - 8 -14 -22 -22 -14.20 F - 8 0 -10 - 8 -20 -20 -10.74 H - 8 -10 0 -16 -16 -20 -12.56 I -14 - 8 -16 0 -10 -14 - 9.12x K -22 -16 -16 -10 0 - 6 -10.20 L -22 -20 -20 -14 - 6 0 -14.14 BF - 5 - 3 -13 -11 -19 -19 -11.72 BH - 5 -13 - 3 -19 -19 -19 -14.54 BI -11 -11 -19 - 3 -13 -13 -11.10 BK -19 -19 -19 -13 - 3 - 5 -12.21 BL -21 -21 -21 -15 - 7 - 1 -13.96 FH -13 - 5 - 5 -13 -13 -17 -11.68 Fl -15 - 7 -17 - 1 -11 -15 - 9.64 FK -23 -15 -17 -11 - 1 - 7 -11.72 FL -23 -19 -21 -15 - 7 - 1 -14.66 HI -19 -13 -11 - 5 - 7 -11 -10.06 HK -23 -17 -15 -11 -1 - 7 -12.89 HL -23 -21 -19 -15 - 7 - 1 -14.92 IK -23 -17 -17 - 9 - 1 - 7 -11.82 IL -23 -21 -21 -13 - 7 - 1 -14.76 KL -25 -21 -21 -15 - 5 - 1 -14.82 
Based on the results of this matrix one concludes 
that the MFN should show the repair of the part I. 
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CHAPTER V 
CREATING THE MOST FAVORABLE NETWORK (MFN) 
Objectives 
In this chapter the steps to develop the MFN will be 
established, and the format of the MFN will also be identi­
fied. The procedures involves converting the TNP into the 
MFN, so that an initial schedule can be designed. The MFN 
may contain one or more MA. If it contains one MA, it may 
still possibly have to be changed when the inspection por­
tion of the MA is caried out because this inspection may 
show that that part has not failed. If the MFN contains 
more than one activity, it will certainly require change 
as the inspection stage is reached and true identity of the 
failed part is determined. 
Steps in the Selection of the MFN 
The folowing steps must be considered for drawing 
up the Most Favorable Network: 
Step 1 : Consider the TNP with all activities: BA, IA, MA, 
CAOP, CARP, CACP, START and END activities. 
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Step 2 t Identify the hazard rate of failure for each part (and hence each MA) for the point in time at which the failure occured. Step 3 : Detrmine, for each part, the probabilty, Â(t), that the system failure is due to the failure of that part. Step 4 : Selct the parts whose repair should be acounted for in the MFN. This involves detrminig the maxium utility of selcted possibiltes as discused in Chapter IV. Step 5 : Refr to the MA associated with each part so chosen for inclusion in the MFN as a dangerous activity (DA)7 otherwise, an MA wil be considered a god activity (GA). Step 6 : In the TNP, just assign zero duration to or elimi­nate al activites associated with parts not selcted for consideration, i.e., al GA and associated BA, IA, etc. Step 7 : Use the middle activites in the folwing maner: MAOR and MARC are dummy activites and are used to eliminate some doubts that may exist related to the precedence relationship problem, e.g., (1) The MAOR should be used when: (a) It is necesary to have an end point for the OP and/or a starting point for the RP. (b) Ther  exist some activites paralel to al activites of the OP and/or RP, in order to maintain the 
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precedence relationships among the OP and RP. (2) The MARC should be used when. (a) It is necesary to have an end point for the RP and/or a starting point for the CP. (b) Ther  exist activites paralel to al activites of RP and/or CP in order to preserve the pre­cedence relationships among the RP and CP. Step 8 : This step ought to be follwed when the mainte­nance project is being developed. At the end of each BA establish an inspection and decision making point, i.e., at each BA the programmer decides if the MA associated with this BA is actualy required, for the inspection makes it obvious that either: (1) The part has to be repaired. (2) The part does not have to be repaired. In case (1) al the subsequent activites related to the BA wil hold. However in case (2) the subsequent activi­ties related to the BA in the RP wil no longer exist. Therefore, to kep the stabilty of the MFN, one wil give time zero for the activites in the RP, and one wil main­tain only the activites necesary to cary the project to an end. Acting in such a way, we automatically update the network. 
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Definition of the MFN 
The network that is obtained by applying Steps 1-7 
as formulated in the preceding section is said to be The 
Most Favorable Network for the maintenance project. 
Examples of MFN 
The format of the MFN of a maintenance project as 
wel as the transition from the TNP to the MFN will be 
ilustrated by two examples for diferent situations. 
Let us consider the folowing assumptions: 
(1) The TNP of Figure 4. 
(2) The data from Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and 
Table 4. 
If the system has worked 10,000 or 30,000 hours 
before failing, the DA will be given in Table 5 by using 
the results of Table 3 and Table 4. 
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Table 5. List of Dangerous Activities 
Hours Dangerous Activities 
10,000 mm* F 30,000 I 
Thus, folowing the steps for drawing the MFN, one 
will get the networks given in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for 
respectively 10,000 and 30,000 operating hours. These net­
works have the folowing characteristics: 












Activity START A1 
Activity END A2 
Dangerous activity F 
Basic Activity F 
CAOP C-L 
Image activity F* 
CACG CU 
(2) MFN characteristics at t = 30,000 hours (Fig. 8) 
Activity START A-̂  
Activity END A2 
mm* 
Dangerous activity I 
Basic activity I 
Figure 7. MFN for 10,000 Hours 

(f) Image activity I* 
(g) CACP F* / C2# D2# G 
Special Example 
Let us consider that the system has the TNP of 
Figure 4, has worked 30,000 hours and has the characteris­
tics given by Table 1, Table 2, and Table 4. Furthermore 
let us suppose that the TNP has the folowing additonal 
activities: 
(1) Activity X , CAOP, paralel to OP 
(2) Activity Y , CACP, paralel to CP 
(3) Activity Z , CARP, paralel to RP. 
These activities could represent some administrative 
actions that should be taken during the three phases of 
a maintenance project. By doing these considerations, the 
MFN will be that shown in Figure 9, in which the middle 
activities exist. 
If, instead of X, Y, and z, one considers only the 
activity X in Figure 9, the additonal precedence relation 
ships among the MA and the activities in CP will no longer 
exist. This is shown in Figure 10. 
If, instead of X, Y, and-?, one considers only the 
Figure 9. MFN at 30,000 Hours for a TNP with Activities X, Y and Z 
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activity Y in Figure 9, the additonal precedence relation­
ships among the MA and the OP will no longer exist* This 
can be seen in Figure 11. 
If, instead of X, Y, and z, one considers only the 
activity Z and/or the activities X and Y, the additonal 
relationships of the Figure 9 will exist. 
Comments 
With these examples we have a good idea of the mean­
ing of the MFN as wel as its relationship to the Theoret­
ical Network of the Project. 
These examples reinforce the author's ideas concern­
ing the application of reliability theory to the problems 
of drawing a network for short-run maintenance projects. 
It sems to the author that the MFN, for each 
situation, is "closer" to the corect network of the system 
than any one that could be constructed without the decision 
theory and statistical bases. 
Time Evaluation 
To complete the relation between reliability theory 
and the MFN for short-run maintenance projects, one will 
associate the concepts of maintainabilty to the MA as 
wel as their down-times. 
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Obviously there exists a probabilty associated with 
each estimated down-time. Maintainabilty theory shows the 
existence of some statistical distributions of the down­
time such as Normal, Log-Normal# and Exponential distribu­
tions. Depending on the case, these distributions give the 
best information about down-times. The distributions 
suggested by maintainabilty theory are more realistic to 
explain the down-time than the Beta-distribution, which is 
normaly used in PERT-CPM theory. 
Network Solution, and Its Updating 
With the MFN drawn, we will be able to determine and 
complete with more accuracy the last two phases of the net­
work based project management, i.e., the scheduling and 
control phases. 
Obviously, with the development of the maintenance 
operation, the network may be changed to state the actual 
situation. However, the probabilty of extensive changes 
as wel as of excessive costs associated with the planning 
phase tends to be lower than if the MFN has not been studied. 
It sems to the author that the more accurate the Â(t) 
determination and the more accurate the utility evaluation, 




EXTENSIONS OP THE MFN APROACH TO 
OTHER TYPES OP MAINTENANCE PROCESSES 
Block Diagram 
With some additonal considerations it is possible 
to apply the same concepts seen up to now to other mainte­
nance problems. The block diagram in Figure 12 shows the 
cases in which it is possible to apply and extend the 
concepts herein proposed. 
Analysing the possible paths in the block diagram 
in Figure 12, one may note that the approach was developed 
based on the case identified by the path 1.2.3.4.5.6 • 
However, the other cases in the diagram may be planned by 
using the approach here developed. 
In the cases 1.2.3.41.5*.7, 1.2.3.4'.7 , and 
l.A.B.C , the programmer knows what is going to happen, 
but the information about the parts that ought to be 
replaced is given by the reliability theory. Furthermore, 
in these cases the MFN will be the real network for the 
maintenance process under consideration. 
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ftjse the MFN| Approach Corective 
MFN Approach Plus All Parts Whose (t) >y a Maximal Value Alow­able 
Use the MFNJ Approach 
Repair all Parts 
Whose ẑ  (t) >, a Maximal Value Alowable 
, 7 
Fig. 12. Relationship Between the MFN Approach and the Types of Maintenance - Extensions. 
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In the case 1.2.3.4.5*,6 we also get a MFN network. 
The procedures here developed may be applied to 
almost all cases of corrective and preventive maintenance 
processes• 
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CHAPTER V I I 
CONCLUSIONS 
Guide for Planning Maintenance P r o j e c t s 
As a consequence of t h i s re search one can e s t a b l i s h 
a g e n e r a l guide t h a t should be fo l l owed for the planning 
of maintenance p r o j e c t s . This procedure can be d iv ided 
i n t o the f o l l o w i n g s t e p s : 
S tep 1 : Draw the t h e o r e t i c a l network of the p r o j e c t (TNP) 
f o l l o w i n g the s t eps g iven h e r e i n . 
Step 2 : Determine the hazard r a t e of f a i l u r e for each p a r t , 
for the point in t ime at which the f a i l u r e occurred . 
Step 3 : Determine, for each p a r t , the p r o b a b i l i t y , A i ( t ) , 
tha t the system f a i l u r e i s due t o the f a i l u r e of t h a t p a r t . 
Step 4 : S e l e c t the p a r t s whose r e p a i r should be accounted 
for in the MPN. Thi s invo lves determining the maximum 
u t i l i t y of the s e l e c t e d p o s s i b i l i t i e s as d i s c u s s e d in 
Chapter I V . 
Step 5 : Consider as "key po in t s" the MA, BA, and IA a c t i v i ­
t i e s tha t are a s s o c i a t e d with these p a r t s . 
Step 6 : Draw the Most Favorable Network using the 
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procedures of Chapter V. 
Step 7 : Establish the down-times of the maintenance activ­
ities using the maintainabilty concepts. 
Step 8 » Proceed with the last two phases of the network-
based project management, i.e., the scheduling and control 
phases• 
Step 9 : If the number of activities in the project is not 
excessive, use one of the mechanical scheduling and control 
devices that have been designed. These devices are designed 
so that the activities can be removed and replaced in 
diferent periods of time and the precedence relationships 
that connect activities can be maintained. With these 
approaches, rapid adjustment of the plan and/or schedule 
is possible. Therefore, the application of these devices 
on the MFN makes the task of achieving the real network 
for short-run maintenance projects easier. 
Step 10 : In all phases that require calculations, computers 
may be used, since the programs are relatively simple. 
Remote consoles provide a possibility for holding to a 
minmum the lag between the acquisiton of new knowledge of 
the activities involved in the project and the creation 
of updated schedules for the revised project. 
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Final Conclusions 
It sems to the author that the possibility of 
application of the reliability theory as wel as PERT-CPM 
theory in designing a maintenance network with practical 
value has been demonstrated* 
The author has applied the concepts of his idea to 
a theoretical example and to some arbitrary ẑ (t) 
functions. However, as one can observe, other ẑ (t) as 
wel as practical examples could have been used. In the 
Appendix A practical data are gathered and the approach 
applied. 
The main problem in obtaining the MFN is establish­
ing the hazard rate of failure of the parts. The mainte­
nance system design engineer must have an important part in 
the identification of these ẑ (t). Of course, the network 
format will depend on the project studied, upon the sub­
systems associated with ẑ (t) and on the accuracy of the 
hazard rates of failure. Furthermore, the identification 
of the utility values in the decision matrix is also of 
great importance in the approach here studied. In this 
research the utility values were directly related to the 
number of changes that must be done in a starting mainte­
nance network in order to achieve the real network for 
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the project and the cost involved was supposed constant for 
each change. However, in a real project the utility should 
reflect the actual activity addition and deletion costs, 
and, in a more accurate analysis, the resource leveling 
and the re-scheduling costs. These are not constant for 
every activity. 
With real and practical applications new rules and 
concepts may be added to this research and the final results 
of these applications will yield the complete structure 
of the approach that should be adopted. However, the author 
believes that his main approach to solving problems of 
maintenance planning will contribute the basis for future 
development in this field. 
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APPENDIX A 
In this section a complete example of determining 
the MFN of a short-run maintenance project will be developed 
based on a network presented in Gal's article (12). 
Originaly this network plans the overhaul of a turbine-
driven boiler feedwater pump. The precedence relationships 
are given in Table 6 and the network is given in Figure 13. 
Basicaly this network will be the TNP, since two additonal 
activities D and F have been included. 
Steps to Draw the MFN 
(1). The Theoretical Network of the Project is given 
in Figure 13, in which, 
(a) D and F are basic activities 
(b) G and O are maintenance activities 
(c) K and R are image activities 
(d) A, V, X, Y, and z are activities required in 
any network. 
(2). Hazard Rate of Failure: let us suppose that the 
ẑ (t) of the activities D and F yields the folowing 
values at 10,000 and at 20,000 hours: zD(10,000) = 6.0xl0~4; 
zF(10,000) = 4.0xl0~4 j zD(20,000) = 9.0xl0"4; 
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Table 6. Activites and Precedence Relationship 
Activity Description Prec. Subs. 
A Test electric pump 
— 
B, c, B Remove pump cover A D C Remove turbine cover A F D Remove impellr B G/ H, E Overhaul librifcation system D J F Remove turbine C N, 0 G Repair impellr D I H Clean impellr casing D K I Balnce impellr G K J Fit lower bearings E K K Replace impellr I, Hi J L L Fit uper bearings K M M Replace impellr cover L W N Dres  bearing F P 0 Repair turbine F Q P Fit lower bearings N R Q Balnce turbine 0 R R Replace turbine P/ Q S S Replace turbine cover R T / U T Component tests S Z U Clearnce tests S Z V Overhaul and calibrate ggs A X X Purge al gages and control V Y Y Replace gages X Z W Pack pump shafts M Z z Operational tests W, T/ U, Y 
-
of the TNP. 
Figure 13. TNP for a Practical Example 
Zf̂20,000) = l.OxlO""4 
Consider the system to have failed at 10,000 hours. 
(3) Â(t) values for D and F. 
AD » 0.60 A =* 0.40 F 
(4) The states of nature: the states of nature are 
obtained by supposing that a part D or F fails separately. 
For each state there will be an associated maintenance 
network. These networks are given in Figure 14 and Figure 
15 respectively. 
(5) Probabilties of the states of nature P = A = 0.60 D D 
P = A = 0.40 F F 
(6) Possible starting maintenance plans: these plans 
are associated with Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15 by 
supposing that parts D and F are repaired together or one 
by one separately. Then we have 
Fig. 13 .supposing D and F being repaired. 
Fig. 14 .supposing D being repaired. 
Fig. 15 .supposing F being repaired. 
(7) The decision matrix: this is given in Table 7. 
As one can observe, the maximum utility for the example 
is -8.40, and the Most Favorable Network is that one of 
Figure 14. 
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Table 7. Numerical Decision Matrix at t • 10/000 Hours. 
States D F .Expected Utility 
Probabilty 0.60 0.40 
Actions Utility 
N̂D) 0 -21 - 8.40 * 
N2(F) -21 0 -12.60 
N3 (DF) -10 -11 -10.40 
Nov? consider the system as having failed at 20/000 
hours. By folowing the same steps of the first example, 
the folowing decision matrix results: 
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Table 8. Numerical Decision Matrix at 
t « 20,000 Hours. 
States D F Expected Utility 
Probabilty- 0.45 0.55 
Actions 
NX(D) 0 -21 -11.55 
N2(F) -21 0 - 9.45 M N (DF) 3 -10 -11 -10.55 
We conclude that the network of Fig. 15 is the MFN. 

e 15. MFN at 20,000 Hours for a Practical Example 
